
Figure 1: Selected Empirical Studies of Hayekian Business Cycle Theory 

  Credit condition variable Capital structure variable Business cycle variable 

Reduced form analyses 

Callahan and Garrison (2003) Federal funds rate -- NASDAQ Composite 

Mulligan (2005) Commercial and industrial 

loans 

Investment and consumption 

spending 

-- 

Mulligan (2006) Term spread -- Real consumable output 

Carilli and Dempster (2008) Gap between natural and 

actual interest rates 

-- Log real GDP 

Schnabl and Hoffmann (2008) Interest rates -- National stock market 

indices 

Bismans and Mougeot (2009) Term spread Price and expenditure ratios 

for consumption and 

investment 

Real GDP gap 

Hoffmann (2010) Gap between natural and 

actual interest rates 

-- Industrial production 

Structural: classification of sectors 

Wainhouse (1984) Commercial and industrial 

loans, interest rates 

Price ratios for a variety of 

earlier and later producer and 

consumer goods 

Sectoral output 

Butos (1993) Total reserves, commercial 

bank loans, interest rates 

Production, capacity 

utilization, and employment 

ratios for durable and non-

durable manufacturing 

-- 

Hughes (1997) Money supply growth Bank loans by sector -- 

Mulligan (2002) Interest rates Sectoral employment -- 

Powell (2002) Money supply, discount rate Sectoral output GDP growth, unemployment 

le Roux and Ismail (2004) Term spread, short term 

interest rates, money supply 

Capacity utilization ratio for 

heavy and light industries 

Real GDP growth 

Young (2005) Federal funds rate Sectoral job reallocation -- 



Cachanosky (2012)* Exchange rate regime Price ratio for traded and 

non-traded sector 

-- 

Whittle (2012)* Term spread, money supply Sectoral employment -- 

Structural: stage of process 

Keeler (2001) Term spread, money supply Capacity utilization ratio for 

primary and advanced 

processing 

Real GDP gap 

Lester and Wolff (2012)* Unanticipated changes in the 

federal funds rate 

Price ratios for four 

production stages 

-- 

Structural: estimation of period of production 

Weber (2009)* -- Classification of sectors and 

estimate of average 

roundaboutness 

-- 

Young (2012) Federal funds rate Total industry output 

requirement 

-- 

Notes: * indicates a paper authored by a doctoral student 

  


